
Summer Holiday
TASKS

If you would like to compliment your school projects with some self 
directed home learning then we have a selection of tasks here you can 
try.
Have fun doing them. 

Please bring anything you make at home along to your first art lesson 
next year. 



DIGITAL DRAWING EXAMPLES

Students are to research the digital 
drawings of David Hockney, 
focussing on works that reflected the 
“views from my window” 
and a re-connection with nature and still 
life.
Students can make a copy of one of his 
pieces.
Then make their own vibrant piece of 
Hockney inspired Lockdown art. 



DIGITAL DRAWING
DAVID HOCKNEY

Key words:
Image, tool, digital, media, material, mark making, observation, direct, draw, technique, process, texture, line, sketch, respond, nature, 
meaning, idea, season, spring, tone, colour, pattern, layer, depth, realism, space, place, make, create, record.

Artist: David Hockney
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DRAWING AND PAINTING EXAMPLES

Students are to use conventional art materials to make an 
artist copy.
watercolour, pencil, felt pens, acrylic paint. 
You could also use biros, coloured crayons, pastels etc…

These pieces are particularly good because they are fully 
rendered, all areas are complete. There is excellent colour 
matching, good observation of mark making, accurate 
proportion judgements and control with materials. 



RESPONSES IN UNCONVENTIONAL 
MATERIALS

You can choose to work with non conventional art materials in 
response to artists such as Vik Muniz and land artists such as 
Andy Goldsworthy. 
You need to arrange and move materials such as flour on black 
card, cereal on paper, teasing and shaping felt, arranging 
found natural objects, painting with soy sauce or ketchup on a 
plate or even working on the paving slabs outside.
What makes these successful other than that they are really fun 
is that the student chose an appropriate surface to work on that 
would support or show the material well and then they 
photographed it, zooming in on their image.



UNCONVENTIONAL MATERIALS

Key words: Contrast, 
line, shape, tone, 
form, icon, food, 
transient, 
photograph, humour, 
mass, space, light, 
tactile, visceral. 

Artists: Vik Muniz

Criteria:
Students had to research the witty art work of artist Vik Muniz, who is famous for making 
images out of unconventional materials such as coffee grounds, ketchup, chocolate, sugar or 
thread. 
Students had to test materials they could make marks with and using Muniz’s influence plan 
their own piece of art. They had to plan carefully what surface to work on so that the 
material would show up and plan proportions but ultimately had to take a risk and go for it!
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